# AMUN International
## International Court of Justice - Sample Docket

### Saturday, 22 November
- **7:30pm** Introduction and Rules
- **7:35pm** Swearing-In
- **7:40pm** Elect President

### Sunday, 23 November
- **8:00am** Case Preparation Time
- **8:30am** Case 1: Presentation by first Advocate
- **8:35am** Justices Questions
- **8:45am** Case 1: Presentation by second Advocate
- **8:50am** Justices Questions
- **9:00am** Case 1: First Advocate rebuttal
- **9:05am** Case Deliberation/Opinion Writing
- **12:00pm** Break for Lunch
- **1:15pm** Case Deliberation/Opinion Writing
- **5:00pm** Dinner
- **7:00pm** Case Deliberation/Opinion Writing
- **8:10pm** Reading Opinion on Case 1
- **8:15pm** Case Preparation Time
- **8:40pm** Case 2: Presentation by first Advocate
- **8:45pm** Justices Questions
- **8:55pm** Case 2: Presentation by second Advocate
- **9:00pm** Justices Questions
- **9:10pm** Case 1: First Advocate rebuttal
- **9:15pm** Case Deliberation/Opinion Writing
- **10:00pm** Suspension of Deliberation

### Monday, 24 November
- **8:00am** Case Deliberation/Opinion Writing
- **1:00pm** Break for Free Time
- **6:00pm** Case Deliberation/Opinion Writing
- **7:00pm** Reading of Opinion on Case 2
- **7:15pm** Case Preparation Time
- **7:45pm** Case 3: Presentation by first Advocate
- **7:50pm** Justices Questions
- **8:00pm** Case 3: Presentation by second Advocate
- **8:05pm** Justices Questions
- **8:15pm** Case 3: First Advocate rebuttal
- **8:20pm** Case Deliberation/Opinion Writing
- **9:30pm** Suspension of Deliberation

### Tuesday, 25 November
- **8:00am** Case Deliberation/Opinion Writing
- **12:00pm** Lunch
- **1:30pm** Case Deliberation/Opinion Writing and Closing Matters
- **4:00pm** Reading of Opinion on Case 3
- **4:15pm** Adjournment
- **4:30pm** Closing Plenary